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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement best describes the business value of delegation?
A. Allows stakeholders to approve process improvements to drive operational efficiencies
B. Allows business users to contribute to application design by specifying requirements
C. Allows users to direct case processing as dictated by the circumstances of each case
D. Allows managers to adjust application behavior in production to meet changing business
needs
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two options do you see when installing Oracle Universal Records Management?
A. Component Wizard
B. Physical Content Manager
C. Desktop Integration Suite
D. Records Manager Email
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Specify which options to install.* Classified Enhancements: used for setting specific security
options* Records Manager Email: used toprovide disposition of email* DoD Configuration: used
to install DoD- compliant interface options* Physical Content Manager: used to install PCM
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E10316_01/urm/urm_doc_10/documentation/integrator/
install_urm_10en.pdf (pag. 17-18)

NEW QUESTION: 3
You create a stored procedure that retrieves all of the rows from a table named Table1.
You need to recommend a solution to ensure that all of the statements in the stored procedure
can be executed if another transaction is modifying rows in Table1 simultaneously.
What should you recommend?

A. Indexes
B. Filegroups
C. Snapshot isolation
D. A database snapshot
Answer: C
Explanation:
Once snapshot isolation is enabled, updated row versions for each transaction are maintained
in tempdb. A unique transaction sequence number identifies each transaction, and these
unique numbers are recorded for each row version. The transaction works with the most recent
row versions having a sequence number before the sequence number of the transaction. Newer
row versions created after the transaction has begun are ignored by the transaction.
Reference: Transaction Isolation Levels
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